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Abstract

This chapter presents the fabrication of the special microstructured optical fibers (MOFs)
and the development of sensing applications based on the fabricated fibers. Particularly,
several types of MOFs including birefringent and photosensitive fibers will be introduced.
To fabricate the special MOFs, the stack-and-draw technique is employed to introduce
asymmetrical stress distribution in the fibers. The microstructure of MOFs includes con-
ventional hexagonal assembles, large-air hole structures, as well as suspended microfibers.
The birefringence of MOFs can reach up to 10�2 by designing the air hole structure
properly. Fiber Bragg gratings as well as Sagnac interferometers are developed based on
the fabricated special MOFs to conduct sensing measurement. Various sensing applica-
tions based on MOFs are introduced.

Keywords: microstructured optical fibers, MOFs, fiber sensor, interferometry, FBG

1. Introduction

Microstructured optical fibers (MOFs), which have air-hole structure along the fiber length,

have attracted tremendous attention in the development of novel fiber sensors for a multitude

of industry applications. Majority of the effort has been focused on silica photonic crystal fibers

(PCFs), which are composed of many air channels arranged in hexagonal (honeycomb) shape [1–

3]. Since Phillip St. Russel proposed the use of silica/air structure to design the fiber and realized

all-silica single mode PCF in 1990s [4, 5], significant advances were made in supercontinuum

generation [6–8], fiber lasers [9–11], as well as fiber-optic sensor [12–14]. More flexible fiber

design and different kinds of materials are used in MOFs, for example, using tellurite or chalco-

genide glass rather than pure silica glass [7] and suspended-core structure instead of honeycomb

arrangement [13]. Light is guided in PCFs by two principles, namely, the modified total internal
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reflection (M-TIR) and the photonic bandgap (PBG). Typically, fibers employing the M-TIR

principle have a solid core made of pure silica or silica doped with metal ions (e.g., Ge, Er, Yb,

Tm, Co), whereas PCFs using the PBG principle have hollow core. Even though the fiber core is

free of dopants or hollow, light can be confined in the core by cladding with periodic air-hole

structure due to the lower effective refractive index of cladding or the bandgap effect. The air-

hole structure or dopants of MOFs modified the mechanical and optical properties of the fibers,

and thus, the MOFs can be tailored to suit specific sensor requirements.

Physical parameters, such as strain, temperature, pressure, vibration, torsion, etc., have been

measured accurately using PCF-based sensors [15, 16]. Basically, the air-hole structure in

MOFs for sensing applications is designed to give the desired stress distribution in the fiber

so that the stress is enhanced by any external physical perturbation to the fiber, leading to

change of the effective index of the guided mode in the core. The stress change can be induced

either thermally or mechanically such as pulling, compression, and twist. Various kinds of

sensors can be implemented using such approach. For instance, polarization-maintaining PCFs

with an asymmetrical stress distribution provide an excellent option to construct Sagnac

interferometer for the measurement of oil pressure with very high sensitivity of 3.4 nm/MPa

[17]. On the other hand, the core in hollow-core PCFs can be filled with gas or analytes to

enhance the interaction between the materials in the hollow core and light to realize highly

sensitive gas and chemical sensors [18–20]. Alternatively, the air channels in the cladding of

index-guiding PCFs confining light via the M-TIR principle can be filled with the materials to

be sensed. The materials in the air holes change the index or stress distribution in the cladding

and modify the guided light in the core [21–23]. By selectively filling liquid into some of the air

holes, refractive index sensor with extremely high sensitivity = 12,750 nm/RIU was reported

[23]. The ease and flexibility of fabricating MOFs with different structures bring tremendous

opportunities in the development of fiber-optic sensors suited for a wide range of applications.

In this chapter, we present the fabrication techniques of some special MOFs and demonstrate

the sensing applications based on the fabricated fibers. The stack-and-draw approach is used

to make the fibers; however, specific modifications were introduced to obtain different air-hole

structures, especially to induce the asymmetrical stress distribution in the fiber to realize

highly sensitive pressure sensors. Various kinds of MOFs including twin-core PCF, high

birefringence PCF, suspended core fiber, suspended microfiber, as well as two semicircle holes

fiber were fabricated for sensing applications. MOF-based pressure sensors were fabricated

using fiber Bragg grating (FBG) and/or interferometry technique. Section 2 will present the

fabrication techniques used to fabricate our special MOFs. Section 3 describes the use of MOF

sensors for the oil and gas industry. The summary is given at the end of this chapter.

2. Fabrication and characterization of special microstructured optical

fibers

2.1. Fabrication of MOFs

Several approaches are being used to fabricate MOFs, including extrusion [24], casting/mold-

ing [25], mechanical drilling [26], and stack-and-draw [27]. The stack-and-draw technique is
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the most versatile and flexible. This is because by stacking small capillaries, not only various

structures can be implemented but also different materials besides silica glass can be utilized.

Extrusion, casting, and drilling are widely used to make polymer or soft-glass MOFs due to the

much lower softening temperature of these materials. In contrast, it is easier to stack different

structures regardless of materials. In addition to fabricate conventional hexagonal air-hole

structures, more complicated superlattice structures can be fabricated using circular capillaries

that are arranged in patterns to approximate triangular holes, square holes, and elliptic holes

[27, 28]. We demonstrated the fabrication of superlattice PCFs using the stack-and-draw

technique [27] to realize elliptical holes in the cladding and its optical characteristics are

comparable to the design with ideal elliptical holes. Various designs of MOFs with either side

hole, two core, or suspended core were used to fabricate optical fiber sensors for different

sensing applications. Some of the circular capillaries arranged in hexagonal pattern can be

replaced by capillaries/rods of different diameters. The stack-and-draw method offers the

flexibility to fabricate a large variety of MOF sensors suited for different industries.

Figure 1 illustrates the process of fabricating a twin-core PCF (TC-PCF) using the stack-and-

draw technique. Hexagonal structure is the natural pattern when stacking circular capillaries

of equal diameter together. Typically, pure silica capillaries and rods are first drawn before the

stacking process. To fabricate PCFs with n-layer of air hole in hexagonal pattern, 3 n (n + 1) of

capillaries plus one rod for the central core are required. The stacked assemble can be secured

using tungsten wire and then fixed in position by melting some of the capillaries. Alternatively,

the entire assemble can be directly stacked inside a jacket tube, and the gaps are filled with

silica rods of various outer diameters.

Basically, two drawing stages are employed to fabricate MOFs, particularly for complicated

structures that have many layers of air holes. The first drawing stage is to draw the stacked

assembly into cane with the desired outer diameter of 1–2 mm, as illustrated in Figure 1(c). The

Figure 1. Illustration of the stack-and-draw method used in microstructured optical fibers (MOFs) fabrication.
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cane is then inserted into a jacket tube, forming a second preform. The final fiber is drawn from

the second preform, as shown in Figure 1(d). By using two drawing stages, the total reduction

ratio of diameter can be divided into two parts. Using smaller reduction ratio during the first

drawing stage, the stacked assemble can be drawn with minimal distortion from the desired

structure. For simple structures or structures with only a few large air holes, one drawing stage

is normally adequate. For the superlattice structure reported in Ref. [27], three drawing stages

were used, where the first drawn cane was used to make a second stack. To draw the MOFs

properly, the drawing temperature ≈ 1900�C is lower than that of pulling all silica single mode

fiber (SMF). The air hole would collapse if the drawing temperature is too high [29]. The

collapse ratio is inversely proportional to the viscosity and the ratio of drawing velocity over

feeding velocity (i.e., vdraw/vfeed). High temperature leads to low viscosity and ultimately large

collapse ratio. Collapse ratio equal to 1 means air holes completely collapse. Relatively fast

drawing velocity is preferable to maintain a certain tension to sustain the air-hole structure.

However, large tension also results in poor fiber strength, which makes the fiber fragile. Thus,

there is a trade-off to adjust the drawing temperature and tension. The control of tension and

temperature is particularly important for drawing MOFs with large air holes.

Figure 2 shows the scanning electronic microscopic (SEM) photos of the cross-section of some

fabricated MOFs in our lab using the stack-and-draw technique. By introducing air holes with

different diameters, the mechanical properties of the fiber can be modified. In particular, the

noncircularly symmetrical air-hole structure provides some degree of tailoring the stress

Figure 2. Scanning electronic microscopic photos of the cross section of the fabricated MOFs by using various stacking

strategies. The examples shown are (a) twin-core photonic crystal fiber (TC-PCF) [12], (b) six-hole suspended-core fiber

(SH-SCF), (c) high birefringence PCF (HB-PCF), (d) two-core HB-PCF, (e) superlattice PCF [27], (f) two semicircle hole

fiber, (g) high birefringence suspended-core fiber (HB-SCF) [13], and (h) single-ring suspended fiber [30].
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distribution in the fiber. Basically, the stress distribution of circularly symmetrical struc-

tures, including the standard single-mode optical fiber, is identical along the two polariza-

tion axes. MOFs with noncircularly symmetrical cross-section are birefringent. Figure 2(a)

shows a two-core MOF, where the optical coupling between the cores is affected by pres-

sure. Figure 2(b) shows a 6-hole MOF for the measurement of refractive-index changes of

fluid. The cores of the MOFs shown in Figure 2(c)–(g) are elliptical, and the fibers are highly

birefringent. Figure 2(h) shows a small-diameter fiber suspended inside a fiber and is

designed for vibration measurement.

2.2. Twin-core photonic crystal fiber

A twin-core PCF was developed as an alternative sensor to standard single-mode optical fiber

for pressure measurement. The air-hole structure of the TC-PCF is shown in Figure 2(a), where

two capillaries are replaced by two pure silica rods in the stacked assembly. The fabrication

process is described schematically in Figure 1, and details can be found in Ref. [12]. The fiber

was drawn at a temperature close to 1900 C. The outer diameter of the fiber is 125 μm, and

diameter of two cores is ~2.5 μm. The hole diameter is ~1.1 μm, and pitch is ~1.85 μm. As the

distance between the two cores is so close (~4 μm), the coupling effect between each other is

strong. The modes guided in each core are combined and known as supermodes, i.e., even and

odd modes [12, 31, 32]. Particularly in the fabricated TC-PCF, there are x-polarized even and

odd modes and y-polarized even and odd modes. Figure 3 shows the simulated mode profile

of these modes.

According to the coupling theory, the coupling length of even and odd modes at each polari-

zation (e.g. x polarization) can be written as

Lc λð Þ ¼
λ

2 np,x�even � np,x�odd

�

�

�

�

¼
λ

2 Δnx,p
�

�

�

�

, (1)

where np,x-even and np,x-odd represent the phase effective index of the x-polarized even and odd

modes respectively, and Δnp,x stands for their difference. The effective index of each mode

changes with the stress distribution induced by the external environment (such as pressure

and strain), which eventually causes the corresponding change of coupling coefficient. As for

Figure 3. Simulated profiles of the electrical field for the x-polarized even and odd modes and y-polarized even and odd

modes supported in TC-PCF, where the arrows show the direction of the field (adapted from ref. [12], OSA).
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one polarization direction, the power coupled from one core to the other after propagating a

distance of L can be expressed as

Ix λð Þ ¼ sin 2 π

2Lc λð Þ
L

� �

¼ sin 2 π

λ
Δnx,pL

� �

: (2)

Since the x and y polarization are orthogonal, the total output power of the transmission is the

sum of both polarizations, which is then expressed as

I λð Þ ¼ Ix λð Þ þ Iy λð Þ ¼ 1� cos
π

λ
Δnx,p þ Δny,p
� �

L
h i

� cos
π

λ
Δnx,p � Δny,p
� �

L
h i

: (3)

It can be seen that the transmission spectrum of the TC-PCF is modulated due to the mutual

influence of the two polarizations. If considering a short wavelength range, the fringe spacing

can be approximated as

Δλ ¼
2λ2

Δnx,g þ Δny,g
� �

L
: (4)

Here, Δnx,g and Δny,g are the group effective index difference of the even and odd modes of

x- and y-polarizations, respectively. The group index (ng) and phase index (np) have a relation-

ship of ng = np � λdnp/dλ. The calculated Δnx,g and Δny,g are 3.745�10�3 and 3.386�10�3,

respectively. The calculated fringe spacing for a 110-cm long TC-PCF is ~0.613 nm. In experi-

ment, the TC-PCF was spliced to two SMFs using manual splicing mode [33, 34]. A broadband

source (BBS) and optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) were utilized to monitor the transmission

spectrum of the output. To obtain high fringe contrast, an offset in the alignment and repeated

arc discharges are needed. Figure 4 shows the calculated and experimental transmission

spectrum. Both results show modulation on the interference. Besides, the fringe spacing

obtained experimentally is about 0.676 nm, which is also in good agreement with the calcu-

lated value. The obtained transmission spectrum of TC-PCF is sensitive to external physical

perturbation and can be employed as pressure sensors.

Figure 4. (a) Simulated and (b) experimental transmission spectra of a 110-cm long TC-PCF, adapted from ref. [12], OSA.
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2.3. High birefringence microstructured optical fiber

In addition to the multiple cores achieved by replacing certain capillaries during stacking,

capillaries with different inner diameters can be used to fabricate noncircularly symmetric air-

hole structures to introduce birefringence in MOFs. The effective index of the x-polarized mode

and y-polarized mode is different in birefringent MOFs. The birefringence of the fiber is defined

as the index difference of the two polarization modes (i.e., B = |nx � ny|). In optical fiber

communications, birefringent fiber is utilized to realize polarization maintaining. Commonly

used polarization-maintaining fibers (PMFs) have a bowtie, elliptical, or PANDA structures [35].

The main feature of these fibers is that there are two heavily doped parts in the cladding, e.g.,

PANDA fiber [36] or an elliptical core designed to induce noncircularly symmetric stress to the

core. The stress applying part in the cladding or the asymmetrical geometry of the fiber is

regarded as exterior stress to the fiber core, whereas the thermal expansion of the noncircularly

symmetric core yields interior stress to the core. The total birefringence of the fiber is composed

of the contributions from exterior stress, interior stress, or both, depending on the fiber type.

Similar concept is employed inMOFs. Unlike conventional PMFs, high birefringence MOFs (HB-

MOFs) exhibit the flexibility of modifying the fiber geometry and inducing exterior stress to the

core. MOF fabrication permits the ease of introducing various air-hole structures in the cladding

and breaks the circular symmetry of the fiber. Birefringence is an important property in fiber

sensors for the measurement of many physical parameters. PM-PCF has been demonstrated to

be a good candidate in the measurements of pressure [17], strain [37], temperature [38], torsion

[39], etc. Most of these applications are based on the commercially available PM-PCF from NKT

Photonics (PM-1550-01), which has a birefringence of ~4�10�4 at the wavelength of ~1550 nm.

The birefringence of MOFs allows for the construction of Sagnac interferometer (SI) by simply

splicing PM-PCF between two output ports of a 3-dB coupler. The 3-dB coupler splits the light

from one input port into two counter-propagating beams that interfere with each other at the

3-dB coupler after propagating through the PM-PCF, as shown in Figure 5(a). The phase

difference (ϕ) of the two polarization is 2πBL/λ, where B and L are the birefringence and

length of the fiber, respectively. At the valleys of the spectrum, the phase difference is always

equal to 2kπ (k is an integer). As for two adjacent valleys, the change of phase difference is 2π

and equals (dϕ/dλ)*Δλ, where Δλ is the wavelength difference of these two adjacent valleys.

Thus, the birefringence of one HB-MOF can be expressed by

G ¼

λ1 � λ2

Δλ � L
, (5)

where λ1 and λ2 represents the two adjacent valley wavelengths and G is the group birefrin-

gence, which can be measured via the experimental SI spectrum. Figure 5(b) plots the spec-

trum of a typical SI constructed using in-house HB-PCF (shown in Figure 2(c)) having a length

of 5.5 cm. The wavelengths of two valleys close to 1550 nm are 1547.16 nm and 1550.66 nm.

The group birefringence of this fiber is calculated to be ~1.25�10�2.

The birefringence of the MOFs offers an alternative to conventional PMFs in the construction

of interferometric sensors using phase difference of two polarization modes propagating in the

Fabrication and Sensing Applications of Special Microstructured Optical Fibers
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MOFs. The sensitivity of interferometric sensors is highly dependent on the birefringence

change induced by external perturbations. Therefore, the arrangement of the air-hole structure

that transfers the external perturbation to the optical mode in the core is important. We

designed and fabricated several types of MOFs to measure oil pressure and refractive index

of fluid for biomedical sensing. The sensitivity of the sensors varies greatly with the geometry

of the core and cladding, as well as the sensing principle employed in the sensors. In general,

interferometry-based sensors exhibit better sensitivity than grating-based sensors. However, in

interferometry-based sensors, the sensing information is encoded in the spectral dips/peaks,

which is much broader than the reflection peaks of grating-based sensors. Detecting the shift of

the dips/peaks of a broad spectrum accurately is more difficult, therefore could affect the

measurement accuracy. The sensing performance of different MOFs will be presented and

compared in the following two sections.

Figure 2(c)–(g) show the SEM photos of some of the MOFs with high birefringence fabricated

in our lab. As the air-hole structure is different, the birefringence of the fibers is not the same.

The phase and group birefringence of HB-PCF we fabricated (show in Figure 2(c)) are mea-

sured to be 1.1�10�2 and 1.25�10�2. Both values are in good agreement with the calculated

values of 1.4�10�2 using finite element method. The two large holes in the cross section of the

fiber shown in Figure 2(c) are slightly elongated, resulting in the desired noncircularly sym-

metric air-hole structure for high birefringent fiber. For index-guiding MOFs made of silica,

this fiber possesses the highest birefringence in reported literatures. Table 1 lists the compari-

son of our various HB-MOFs and others reported in the literatures.

Basically, elliptical core leads to higher birefringence because the two polarization modes are

along with the major and minor axis of the elliptical core, individually. Due to the feature that

optical mode is confined in the air for hollow-core PCF, even slight imperfection can influence

the light propagation significantly, such as the loss and modal profile. Thus, hollow-core PCF

with elliptical core exhibits very high birefringence even for small ellipticity. For example, the

elliptical core with an aspect ratio of 1.16 exhibits a group birefringence of 2.5�10�2 [52]. MOFs

Figure 5. (a) Schematic figure of the configuration of a typical Sagnac interferometer realized by HB-MOF and (b) interfer-

ence spectrum of a SI based on a 5.5-cm long in-house fabricated HB-PCF.
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made of other type of glass (e.g. SF57, Chalcogenide glass) also have large birefringence in the

order of 10�2, if the structure is optimized. Sensors with high birefringence allow the imple-

mentation of compact sensing configuration because shorter fiber can be used. The sensing

information of Sagnac interferometer is encoded in the wavelength shift of the interference

spectrum. The phase difference at one valley is equal to 2kπ, and the sensitivity, which is

defined as the wavelength shift per unit change in the measurand, can be expressed by

dλ

dX
¼

λ

G

∂B

∂X
, (6)

where X is the measurand, such as pressure, temperature, refractive index, etc., B is the modal

(phase) birefringence, and ∂B
∂X is the polarimetric sensitivity. Note that the length effect is

neglected in Eq. (6), which is not applied to the strain measurement. The strain is mainly

PM fiber type Description of the structure Reported date Measured

birefringence

HB PM-PCF, Figure 2(c) Two large holes close to an elliptical core May, 2013 [40] 1.25 � 10�2

Superlattice PCF, Figure 2(e) Superlattice with rhombic cell of 9 holes June, 2014 [27] 8.5 � 10�4

6-hole suspended-core fiber,

Figure 2(g)

Elliptical core suspended by 6 large air

holes

June, 2014 [13] 5 � 10�4

Semicircle hole fiber, Figure 2(f) Two large semicircle side holes August, 2017 1 � 10�4

Low-loss PM-PCF Two large air holes close to the core December, 2011 [41] 1.4 � 10�3

PANDA PMF Stress-applying parts with PANDA

shape

July, 1981 [42] 8.5 � 10�5

Bow-tie PMF Stress-applying parts with bow-tie shape November, 1982 [43] 4.87 � 10�4

First fabricated HB PCF Twofold rotational symmetry September, 2000 [44] 3.85 � 10�3

Side-hole fiber Two side holes with elliptical Ge-core September, 2008 [45] 1.39 � 10�4

HB MOF Irregular air holes with elliptical core July, 2007 [46] 1.1 � 10�2

Butterfly-type MOF Twofold air-hole structure with butterfly

shape

June, 2010 [47] 1.8 � 10�3

Squeezed lattice PCF Squeezed air holes with two big holes February, 2010 [48] 5.5 � 10�3

HB index-guiding PCF Elliptical core by achieved by replacing

two holes

June, 2001 [49] 9.3 � 10�4

Fiberized glass ridge waveguide Borosilicate glass-based fiberized ridge

waveguide

April, 2015 [50] 9.5 � 10�3

HB nonlinear MOF Small elliptical core July, 2004 [51] 7 � 10�3

Hollow-core PBGF Elliptical hollow core August, 2004 [52] 2.5 � 10�2

SF57 glass MOF at 1.06 μm

wavelength

Asymmetric structure with elliptical air

holes

May, 2017 [53] 9 �10�2

Chalcogenide glass PCF at 7.5 μm

wavelength

Two large air holes close to the core April, 2016 [54] 1.5 �10�3

Table 1. Comparison of birefringent MOFs reported in the literatures.
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caused by elongation and thus needs to be taken into account to estimate the sensitivity, which

can be formulated by considering the length, and the equation becomes

dλ

dε
¼

λ � ∂B1 λ; εð Þ=∂εþ B1 λ; εð Þ½ �

G1 λ; εð Þ þ 1=α� 1ð Þ � G2 λð Þ
, (7)

where B1(λ,ε) and G1(λ,ε) are the phase and group modal birefringence for the MOF section

under stressed, G2(λ) is the group modal birefringence for the MOF section without strain

applied, and α is the ratio of fiber section under strain over total length of the MOF. Different

air-hole structures give different values of birefringence derivative with respect to the

measurands; therefore, it is important to design the MOFs with the desirable birefringence

derivative to optimize the sensing performance. In terms of the form of wavelength shift, the

sensitivity is inversely proportional to the birefringence. The key consideration to achieve high

sensitivity is to have large-phase birefringence change with measurands but relatively low-

group birefringence.

2.4. Sensors based on fiber Bragg grating inscribed in MOFs

The ease and flexibility of fabrication of birefringent MOFs result in the increasing use of these

fibers in Sagnac interferometric sensors. Fiber Bragg gratings can be inscribed in MOFs to

increase their sensing capabilities. However, it is more difficult to inscribe FBGs in the MOFs

compare to SMFs due to the existence of the air holes that diffract the UV light needed to write

gratings. UV light at 193, 248, 213, and 266 nm, as well as femtosecond laser [55–57], is being

used to inscribe FBGs in various types of MOFs. 193 nm lasers [56] and femtosecond lasers

were used to write FBGs in nonphotosensitive MOFs. These lasers induced physical deforma-

tion in the fiber cores. FBG written on MOFs using femtosecond laser can be used for high

temperature measurement up to 800�C [56]. There are two reflective peaks instead of one peak

in the reflection spectrum of an FBG inscribed in birefringent fibers [40, 58, 59]. The separation

of these two peaks is directly related to the fiber birefringence.

It is easy to introduce photosensitivity in MOFs by using a germanium-doped rod during the

stacking stage. Gratings can be inscribed in MOFs using UV light, and the ease of grating

inscription depends on the air-hole patterns. Figure 6 shows the reflection spectrum of an FBG

inscribed in a six-hole suspended-core fiber (SCF) and HB PCF fabricated in our lab. The SEMs

of their cross-section are shown in the insets. By optimizing the inscription system, very strong

FBGs can be achieved. Owing to the ultrahigh-phase birefringence (~1.1�10�2), the two reflec-

tive peaks of FBG inscribed in HB PCF show very large wavelength separation of more than

10 nm which is much larger than that in the commercial PM-PCF (0.5 nm) [59] and the HB

MOFs (2.1 nm) reported in Ref. [58]. Two peaks with large separation allow for simultaneous

measurement of temperature and pressure because the stress transferred to the core along the

two polarization axes is different when subjected to pressure.

The FBG inscribed in the six-hole suspended-core fiber can be employed to measure strain and

temperature. The measured strain sensitivity is about 0.96 pm/μm, which is close to that of

SMF. Since the germanium is doped in the core as in SMF, similar temperature sensitivity of
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10.7�C was measured. However, the pressure sensitivity of the FBG inscribed in the fiber was

measured to be 8.2 pm/MPa, which is higher than that of SMFs, which is ~3.1 pm/MPa [60].

This improvement is due to the six air holes, and further increase in the sensitivity is possible

by using larger air holes, as demonstrated in [61]. We designed and fabricated a single-ring

suspended fiber, as shown in Figure 2(h), to increase the pressure sensitivity. The measured

pressure sensitivity using FBG on this fiber is about 18 pm/MPa, more than 5 times higher than

that of standard SMFs.

In addition, the large air holes of MOFs permit materials to be filled in the cladding to

functionalize MOFs into a large variety of sensors. For example, low-temperature melting

point metal was filled into the air holes of the six-hole SCF to function as anemometer to

measure wind speed [22]. The metal absorbs energy from light propagating in the six-hole

SCF, and the FBG inscribed in the core measures the temperature change. The cooling rate of

the metal/FBG is directly related to the wind speed. Due to the large optical absorption of

metal, the heating efficiency is very high, i.e., ~7.3�C/mW. Laser power as low as 14 mW is

sufficient to heat the metal/FBG up to 100�C. This is more efficient than the heating process

using Co2+-doped fiber as we have demonstrated in [62].

3. Sensing applications of MOFs in the oil and gas industry

The demand for fiber optic sensors in the oil/gas industry comes from the harsh downhole

conditions and the depth of oil wells which can be as deep as 12 km. The great distance

coupled with the high pressure (up to 100 MPa) and temperature (more than 200�C) of oil in

downholes restricts the use of conventional sensors. However, the intrinsic features of optical

fiber sensors such as long distance transmission, immune to EMI, and high operating temper-

ature make it a promising candidate for the oil industry. The use of multiple FBGs distributed

along a single strand of SMF has been employed in oil monitoring. Key parameters like

pressure, temperature, and flow speed are widely measured in oil wells [63, 64]. In such

Figure 6. Reflection spectrum of an FBG inscribed in the (a) photosensitive six-hole SCF and (b) HB PCF, adapted from

ref. [40], OSA. The insets show the SEM photos of the cross section of the fabricated fibers.
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circumstances, high pressure can cause large irretrievable disasters during oil exploitation and

oil transportation. Therefore, it is of great importance to measure pressure, and MOFs are

potential candidates to enhance the capabilities of optical fiber sensors used in the oil industry.

The stress distribution around the core of MOFs can be tailored via the air-hole pattern to

enhance the MOFs’ sensitivity to pressure. The application of pressure to MOFs leads to large

compression stress in the fiber core where optical light propagates. Good performance in terms

of sensitivity, resolution, as well as fast response can be achieved by properly designing the

structure of the MOFs.

The basic principle that permits fiber sensors to measure pressure is the photoelastic effect of

silica glass. When subjected to pressure, fiber sensors regardless of the use of different operat-

ing principles, the silica fiber shows the corresponding dependence on the change in pressure.

Particularly, the refractive index of the core/cladding of MOFs varies with applied pressure,

which can be expressed as
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where ni is the index component in ith direction (i = x, y, z), σi represents the corresponding stress

component, and n0 is the silica index without pressure applied. The constants C1 and C2 are the

stress-optic coefficient for silica glass and have values of 6.5 � 10�13 and 4.2 � 10�12 m2/N,

respectively. The change in refractive index induced by pressure is determined by the above

equation. The pressure-induced change in index is taken into account to calculate the guided

mode in MOFs. Either FBGs or interferometry is employed to make pressure sensors, and the

stress transfer mechanism is similar. However, in terms of the polarimetric approach based on

high birefringence MOFs as introduced in Section 2.3, the resultant pressure sensors that employ

the index difference of two polarized modes exhibit better sensitivity.

Figure 7 plots the results of oil pressure measurement using FBGs written on conventional

SMF and single-ring suspended fiber (shown in Figure 2(h)) with various outer diameters. The

single-ring suspended fiber differs from SMF because of the large air region in the fiber,

resulting in high air-filling ratio (AFR). AFR of SMF can be regarded as 0, as no air holes exist

in the fiber. Typically, higher AFR gives better sensitivity [61]. The measured results using FBG

on single-ring suspended fiber show a large improvement (five times) of pressure sensitivity

compared to that obtained on SMF. Furthermore, by etching the cladding of the fiber, smaller

outer diameter of this MOFmeans higher AFR and consequently further increases the pressure

sensitivity from �18 to �21 pm/MPa.

In addition to improvement in sensitivity, MOFs enable simultaneous measurement of pressure

and temperature by using FBG inscribed in high birefringence fiber. As shown in Figure 6(b), the

two distinct peaks occurred in the reflection spectrum have a wide wavelength separation due

to the large fiber birefringence. The separation is more than 10 nm for this MOF, which has a

measured birefringence of 1.1 � 10�2. Two-parameter measurement tends to be easier when
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utilizing two peaks with large separation. Figure 8(a) shows the pressure responses of the two

modes polarized in fast and slow axes, corresponding to the two FBG peaks located at shorter

and longer wavelength, which gives sensitivities of �1.9 pm/MPa for the fast axis peak and

�5.1 pm/MPa for the slow axis peak [40]. The different pressure responses obtained from the

fast and slow axis peaks are due to the asymmetrical air hole structure, which breaks the

uniformity of the pressure-induced stress. Therefore, the stress change along the fast axis is

Figure 7. Pressure response of FBGs inscribed in SMF and MOFs.

Figure 8. (a) Pressure response of FBG written in the HB-PCF fabricated in our laboratory, where the fast and slow axis

peaks show different responses, (b) temperature dependence of the two axes (adapted from Ref. [40], OSA).
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smaller than that in the slow axis due to the existence of two large air holes. However, the

temperature dependence of the two polarized modes are the same, about 10 pm/�C, as shown

in Figure 8(b). Such discrimination in pressure and temperature allows the simultaneous

measurement of these two parameters. The change in pressure and temperature can be calcu-

lated according to the total wavelength shift of the fast and slow axis grating peak via the

following equation

ΔT

ΔP

� �

¼

1

32:17

�1:9 5:0

�10:5 10:7

� �

Δλs

Δλf

" #

, (9)

where Δλs and Δλf are the total wavelength shift for the slow and fast axis grating peaks due to

changes in the applied pressure and temperature, respectively.

The pressure sensitivity of FBG sensors is very small, varying from a few to tens of pm/MPa

even if special MOFs are employed. The low sensitivity is due to the slight modal index

change with respect to pressure. On the other hand, the sensitivity can be improved signif-

icantly by applying the polarimetric approaches based on high birefringence MOFs. For

example, SI or rocking filter pressure sensors exhibit much higher sensitivity in pressure

measurement [65, 66]. The construction of a SI sensor is shown in Figure 5(a), where the

MOF is subjected to oil pressure. The oil pressure sensitivity demonstrated by a PM-PCF

Figure 9. Hydrostatic oil pressure response of Sagnac interferometer realized using HB-SCF [13], (2014 IEEE) and two

semicircle hole fiber.
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commercially available from NKT Photonics, Inc. is 3.24 nm/MPa at ~1550 nm [67]. The

pressure sensitivity of a SI pressure sensor can be written as

dλ

dP
¼

λ

G

dB

dP
, (10)

where the derivative dB/dP represents the phase birefringence change with respect to applied

pressure, which means the index difference of two polarized modes is considered rather than

only one mode as in the case of FBG sensor. This value can be improved easily by using

noncircularly symmetric structure. Figure 9 shows the wavelength shift as a function of the

applied pressure on the highly birefringent MOFs, where (a) plots the results for HB-SCF and

(b) is the pressure response for the two semicircle hole fiber. Both measurements are based on

SI configuration. The measured pressure sensitivity is ~2.8 nm/MPa using HB-SCF, which is

comparable to the commercial PM-PCF. However, the fabrication of HB-SCF is much easier

than PM-PCF that has a lot of air holes in honeycomb arrangement [13]. On the other hand, the

sensitivity improvement is significant by using the design of two semicircle hole structure,

which was measured to be 44 nm/MPa, about 13 times larger than that achieved with com-

mercial PM-PCF. Such great increase owes to the relatively low birefringence (i.e., small G), as

well as the cutoff of fast axis by two large semicircle holes (i.e., large dB/dP).

4. Conclusion

To conclude the chapter, several novel structures of optical fibers are proposed and demon-

strated for sensing applications. The sensing performance is comparable to and better than

most sensors developed based on traditional single-mode fibers (SMFs). The basic fabrication

method is briefly reviewed, especially to introduce the asymmetrical stress distribution to

MOFs. Due to the novel structure of MOFs, it also exhibits unique feature that SMF does not

possess, for instance, the high birefringence. Different air hole structures of MOFs exhibit

various mechanical and optical properties that are employed to develop the sensors. The

ultrahigh birefringence of HB-PCF can be ~1.2�10�2, which is the highest one for the fabri-

cated index-guiding PCFs. The pressure sensor based on the fabricated two semicircle hole

MOF shows very high sensitivity >40 nm/MPa by constructing a Sagnac interferometer. Those

sensors can find good applications in oil and gas industry, as well as the biomedical detection.

The demonstrated MOFs can give full understanding of developing sensors to measure phys-

ical and biomedical parameters, in terms of the design, fabrication of the MOFs, and the

approaches to configure sensors.
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